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Wildfire and Fish

The old view

“Forest fires catch fish, too

Fish die after fires because the 

fire destroys the ground cover 

and the streams and rivers get 

filled with suffocating silt”



Alternative view

•Wildfire is a natural process

•Fish populations have persisted 

for millennia in fire- and 

disturbance-prone landscapes

•So what’s really going on 

here???
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Natural processes and wildfire
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When and where is 

wildfire a threat?
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A tale of two trout

• Rainbow (former steelhead) – Boise River

– Changes in ecosystems and fish in the face of fire

– Natural processes and resilience

• Bull trout – Boise River and beyond

– Fire, fragmentation, and persistence

– When/where is fire a threat???



Rainbows and resilience

Wildfire effects on small streams

•Channel disturbance

•Temperature

Fish Responses

•Population

•Individuals All trout illustrations by Joe Tomelleri



Wayne’s hypotheses

Bob’s hypothesis

Shift to autotrophy
Productivity pulse?
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Undisturbed

burned (9 years)

burned & reorganized (9-11 yr)

“Space for time” substitution

Summer of 2003
2-3 rd order streams

3 Stream types

• 3 replicates

• 90 sites



“Unburned” – without severe fire in last century



“Burned” – focus on stand-replacing wildfire 9 years postfire



“Burned & Reorganized”
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Stream Temperature: 9-11 years post-disturbance
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Resilience – young of year and older fish in all 90 sites

Burton et al. 2005

Dunham et al. 2007



Age class structure, emergence phenology, and 

population density
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Fire = “Live fast – die young”



•Why do fish grow faster after fire?
•Earlier emergence of young

•Longer growing season (sublethal max temps)

•Lower population density

•Net effect = faster growth, early maturity
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Implications

•Long-term influences on light and 

temperature

•Both fish and ecosystems change

•Single biological responses misleading

•Fire not a problem when fish have options



Was Bob right?

•Kind of! (if we change the Y axis to growth)



Is wildfire a threat?
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The threatened bull trout

• A “high maintenance salmonid”

– Coldwater specialist

– Highly fragmented

– Often found in fire-prone environments



Isaak et al. 2010, Ecol. Appl.

1993-2006 1976-2006



Rangewide perspective:  
Fire in the past 20 years does not influence presence

Dunham et al. 2015



Fire size
Mean
Median

Future climate effects = 
Smaller patches, larger fires = ↑risk

Falke et al. 2015 CJFAS



Dennison et al. 2014 GRL



Loss of resilience:  painted into a corner?
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Oregonlive.com

Why didn’t I talk about 
lamprey, anadromous salmonids?



Pacific lamprey
• Tied to fine sediment
• Long residence in FW
• Links to salmon host
• Temperature sensitive
• Year-long adult 

residency

One lamprey generation = 
2-3 salmon generations!

CRITFC



Pacific lamprey
• Tied to fine sediment
• Long residence in FW
• Links to salmon host
• Temperature sensitive
• Year-long adult residency

Anadromous salmon
• Similar to trout – but…
• Tied to marine
• Migratory corridors
• Partial migration
• More resilient than 

trout: If we stay out of 
their way

CRITFC



Freshwater mussels
>100 years!, obligate fish parasites

Sensitive to scour, sediment, hot water



Non-salmonids: warmwater invaders
(North Fork John Day River – Lawrence et al. 2012)



15-20 km seasonal invasion



Bottom lines for resilience

• Fire is a natural process that is important for 
natural functioning of streams



Bottom lines for resilience

• Fire is only a threat when we cut off options 
for fish to be resilient

• Climate change may constrain resilience

• Manage to support natural resilience



Bottom lines for resilience
• Natural isn’t enough…

• “No-analog” conditions pose new constraints

– Warmwater invasion

– Other human-related influences



What’s next?

• Very little published on effects of wildfire or 
fire management on anadromous fishes

2001 2015



Carroll et al. 2007
You are here

http://www.fs.fed.us/psw/publications/documents/psw_gtr208en/psw_gtr208en_253-264_carroll.pdf

What’s next?
Holistic assessments – real adaptive management



FIN
(the end)













Wildfire Management Alternatives

Proactive – general 

improvement in 

ecosystem integrity

Reactive – does not 

address ecosystem, 

only fire

Reactive – may be 

too late to deal with 

post fire disturbance

Great in theory, and 

hopefully getting 

better in practice

Pre-fire management

•Population resilience

•Fuels management

Manage during the fire

Post fire management

Fire monitoring and research

Alternative Assessment

Dunham et al. (2003)



Fish, fire, and management
What have we learned since 2001?



Wildfire Management Alternatives

Pre-fire management

Manage during the fire

Post fire management

Fire monitoring and research
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Dunham et al. (2003)
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Let’s be proactive

Oh crap!

Told you so!



Roni et al. 2001 NAJFM – prioritizing stream restoration: 
Should we start with reconnecting???

http://www.crab.wa.gov/LibraryData/RESEARCH_and_REFERENCE_MATERIAL/Environmental/020923StreamRestoreTechPNW.pdf



Within-population genetic 

variation in rainbow trout

n = 55 streams, 1974 fish

Key factors

Disturbance

Isolation



Disturbance and resilience
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Catchment basin area (ha)
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Catchment basin area (ha)
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Catchment basin area (ha)
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Cutthroat*Rainbow trout hybrids in 15 of 55 pops

Mostly post F1 hybrids

No “pure” cutthroat trout

Samples collected to avoid potential hybrids!



Management Implications

•Small barriers trump big 

disturbance

•Isolation only a problem in 

the smallest of streams

•Hybridization – reversible?



Fuels treatment

• Expensive up-front costs

• Can it save cost of long-term fire suppression?

• Do we risk expensive or irreversible biological 
impacts?

Firescience.gov



Case study: Wenatchee basin bull trout

In a nutshell:

• Effects of temperature on 
bull trout distribution

• Effects of fire on stream 
temperature

• Simulated fire regimes
• Fire * climate interaction
• Contrast vs. improved 

connectivity
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Effects of wildfire on temperatures (basinwide)



Falke et al. 2015 CJFAS

Managing fire, not connectivity is the best way to 
protect bull trout in the face of climate change



Management Implications

•Fuels treatments trump 

connectivity in Wenatchee

•Extreme climate effects trump 

everything (see also Wenger et al. 2014)

•Outcomes likely context 

dependent



Beyond forests:
shrublands, grazing and fire



Shrublands are big in the Columbia



Wildfires in shrublands
=strong impacts



Wildfires in shrublands
=strong impacts

Increase in max and min temps 
(where it’s wet!)



Links to land management,
Restoration using beaver
Etc.

1 – 0.5m; Annual



Management Implications

• Shrublands are understudied with respect to 

aquatic responses to wildfire

•Dominant ecosystem in the CRB

•All migratory fish at least swim through them

•Unique management issues

Oregonlive.com



Let’s finish in a (partially) anadromous note…

• Large (~20,000 km2)

• Diverse
• Elevation
• Climate
• Geology

• Wild
• No large dams
• No hatcheries

PNW Natural Features Classification (T. Whittier, OSU)

John Day River, OR



Steelhead trout

Rainbow trout

John McMIllan photos

Should I stay or should I go…?
O. mykiss life history diversity



Sex and migration costs/benefits

Costs / benefits of migration Males Females

Decreased age-specific survival X X

Avoid poor freshwater conditions X X

Increased body size X X

Fitness strongly size dependent o X

J. McMillan photos
Dunham 2012 presentation of preliminary information



Life history diversity…why care?

Long-term viability and life history diversity

• Ability to exploit many habitat types

• “Spread the risk”

• Buffer periods of low FW or marine survival

• More resilient to long term change

– Why does that “r” word keep coming up?



Anadromy and residency
(McMillan et al. 2012, Mills et al. 2012, Falke et al. 2013)

• Stream flow

– Female anadromy positively related to stream size

– Residency more likely in smaller streams

– Lower flows = rainbows

• Thermal regime

– Cold water = increased lipid = increased residency

– Climate warming/fire = steelhead



Anadromy and residency
(McMillan et al. 2012, Mills et al. 2012, Falke et al. 2013)

• Stream flow vs. temperature
– Antagonistic effects of climate

• Warmer water vs. smaller streams

• Will proportions change?

• What if we increase fish numbers…

– We might get more of both!



Management Implications

• No explicit link to fire, but fire and other 

factors influence flows and temperatures and 

thus life history expression

•Spatial variation in life histories is predictable 

and can be used to guide priorities

•How does this play out in other basins?



What have we learned 
since 2001?

• Loads about responses of streams and trout in 
forested ecosystems in the interior

• Influences of changing flows and 
temperatures on warmwater invaders

• Not nearly as much about anadromous 
species, including salmon and lamprey

• Nothing about emerging species of concern

– Freshwater mussels (>100 year lifespan!)



What have we not 
learned since 2001?

• Loads about responses of streams and trout in 
forested ecosystems in the interior

• Influences of changing flows and 
temperatures on warmwater invaders

• Not nearly as much about anadromous 
species, including salmon and lamprey

• Nothing about emerging species of concern

– Freshwater mussels (>100 year lifespan!)



Acting adaptively
When will we make it real?

Prioritization + uncertainty 

= 

adaptive management

Williams and Brown (2012)Falke et al. 2015 CJFAS



Carroll et al. 2007

We need to play in the big leagues

http://www.fs.fed.us/psw/publications/documents/psw_gtr208en/psw_gtr208en_253-264_carroll.pdf
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